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Hundreds of historic and colorful tattoo designs are presented--many to a sheet--to end up being
separated from the publication and hung up for frequent reference. They reflect a counter culture that has
strong effect on society today. Artists will want these for inspiration and graphic historians for
authenticity. The classic designs include patriotic, nostalgic, floral, bird, animal, romantic, armed service,
religious, humorous, naughty, and beautiful images from through the entire twentieth century.
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Solid book for a good price. Plenty of old traditional flash. Great reference. Perforated webpages if you
want to tear them out screen the bed linens in your shop. It's a lot of the Zeis Studios flash however,
many of it looks to be Expenses Jones too. Would be better if it were standard flash sheet size (11x14) but
also for the price it's a good deal. Historic Flash Historic flash is an excellent source for vintage tattoos.
The only issue with this is that they're double sided, so you are going to be covering one side if you
choose to do that. I think the more you observe before obtaining "inked" the better - it's hard to get it
taken out once it's now there - so take a look at as many designs as you can, maybe actually including this
book. An array of Tattoo Designs Although this compilation of tattoo designs was interesting, it had been
, for me, limited as to the selection of designs pictured. I'd still recommend it to anyone who is new to the
area of tattoing as a form of art, or wants to get yourself started deciding what things to get completely
decorated with. An excellent publication for tattooers and collectors.
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